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Chapter 5 Programming Concepts 
5.1 Program Execution 
5.1.1 Configuration of program 

All functional elements needed to execute a certain control process are called a ‘program’. The program is 
stored in the built-in RAM mounted on a CPU module or flash memory of an external memory module. The 
following table shows the classification of the program. 

Program type Description 

Initializing program 

• It will be executed till the specific Flag ‘INIT_DONE’ is on. And while the 
initialization task is executed, cycle task, external interrupt task and internal 
device task are not executed. I/O refresh, high speed counter and 
communication are executed  

Scan program  • The scan program is executed regularly in every scan.  

Cycle time interrupt 
program 

• The program is executed according to the fixed time interval in case that the 
required processing time condition is as below. 
 In case that the faster processing than 1 scan average processing time is 

required 
 In case that the longer time interval than 1 scan average processing time is 

required  
 In case that program is processed with the appointed time interval 

External interrupt 
program • The external interrupt program is executed on an external interrupt signal.   

High speed counter 
interrupt program 

• Executed when the high speed counter’s current value is matched with the 
set value.   

Internal device 
interrupt program 

• Executed when the set internal device is matched with relational conditions. 
• Detects whether starting conditions of the internal device interrupt occurs 

during END after executing the scan program. 

Subroutine  program • Only when some condition is satisfied.(in case that input condition of CALL 
instruction is On) 
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5.1.2 Program execution methods 

Here describes the program proceeding method that is executed when the power is applied or key switch is 
‘RUN’. The program performs the operation processing according to the configuration as below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Scan program 

a. Function 

i. This program performs the operation repeatedly from 0 step to last step to 
process the signal that is repeated regularly every scan. 

ii. When the execution condition of the interrupt by task interrupt or interrupt 
module when execution the program is met, the current program stops and 
performs the applicable interrupt program. 

2. Interrupt program 

a. Function 

i. This program stops the operation of scan program and then processes the 
related function before processing the internal/external signal occurring 
periodically or non-periodically. 

b. Type 

i. Task program is divided as below. 

1. Cycle time task program: available to use up to 8. 

2. Internal device task program: available to use up to 8. 

3. I/O (External contact task program): “U” type available to use up to 8. 
(P0008~P000F) 

Start processing 

 
Scan program 

END processing 

Subroutine program 

External interrupt program  

Cycle time program 
Only when  
initiated 

Initializing program  It executes up to execution of INIT_DONE instruction when initializing program is designated.  
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ii. Cycle time task program 

1. Performs the program according to the fixed time interval. 

2. When the specific task program with the fixed cycle is running or 
standing by, if the request to run the same task program occurs, the 
new request will be ignored.  

3. The timer generating the request to run the task program with fixed 
cycle works only when the operation mode is RUN mode. Ignore all the 
blackout time. 

4. If you apply 4 task programs with the fixed cycle of 2 seconds, 4 
seconds, 10 seconds, 20 seconds, 4 execution requests occur 
simultaneously every 20 seconds and 4 tasks run at once. The scan 
time may be longer momentarily. 

iii. Internal device task program 

1. Executes the corresponding program after scan program completion 
when the start condition of internal device occurs. 

2. The start condition detection of device shall be executed after 
processing of scan program. 

iv. I/O (External contact task program) 

1. Executes the program according to the input external signal (“U” type: 
P0008~P000F). 

2. When the specific task program with the fixed cycle is running or 
standing by, if the request to run the same task program occurs, the 
new request will be ignored.  

3. The input contact monitoring for the external contact tasks is executed 
only when the PLC is in RUN mode.  

4. The detection delay time of the external contact task is approximately 
50us.  

5. If P0008 ~ P000F contacts are ON at the same time under all the 
external contacts of P0008 ~ P000F are set as the external contact 
tasks, 8 external contact task programs will run at once. The scan time 
may be longer momentarily. 

v. High speed counter task program 

1. When the high speed counter’s current value in the selected channel 
becomes equal to the comparative output set value of 0, the high speed 
counter task will be detected and the task program will run. 

2. Detection delay may take up to 250µs. 

3. High speed counter task is only performed when PLC is in RUN mode. 
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Remark  

(1) Write the interrupt program as short as possible. When same interrupt occurs repeatedly 

before completion of interrupt, program is not executed, and O/S watch dog error may occur. 

(2) If interrupt with lower priority occurs several times during execution of interrupt with higher 

priority, lower priority interrupt occurs only one time.  
 
5.1.3 Interrupt 

Example of interrupt setting is as shown below.  
 

Interrupt type Interrupt Name Priority Task No. Program Name 
Initialization Interrupt0 - - Initialization program 
Fixed cycle 1 Interrupt1 2 0 Fixed cycle 1 
External Interrupt2 2 16 External 
Internal device Interrupt3 3 24 Internal device 
High speed 
counter Interrupt4 4 40 High speed counter 

Fixed cycle 2 Interrupt5 3 1 Fixed cycle 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Initializing 

(Before INIT_DONE instruction) 

Cycle time 1 scan Interrupt 1_Cycle time 
occur 

Cycle time 1/ 
external occur 
simultaneously 

Cycle time 1 scan 

External I/O scan 

Internal device 
Interrupt occur  

Internal device interrupt 
scan 

Cycle time 1 scan Timed-driven 
1 scan 

Cycle time 2  
occur 

Cycle time 2 scans 

END 

Scan program  
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5.1.4 Task Setup 

1. How to write an initialization task 

Generate the task in the project window of XG5000 as below and add the program to be 
executed by each task. For further information, please refer to XG5000 user’s manual. 

(Interrupt program may be created when XG5000 is not connected with PLC.) 

a. Click right button of mouse on project name and click 『Add item』-『Task』 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Remark  

• When several tasks to be executed are waiting, execution starts from the highest Task Program in 
priority. When the same priority tasks are waiting, execution starts in consecutive order. 

• While interrupt program is executing, if the highest priority interrupt occurs, it is executed first.  
• At power On, all interrupts are in the ‘Enable’ state.  In case you don’t use it, disable the 

interrupts by using DI instruction. If you want to use it again, enable by using EI instruction. 
• Internal device interrupt is executed after END instruction.  
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b. The Task setting screen is shown. Click 『Initialization』 in Execution condition and 
make a Task name. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. Click right button of mouse at registered task and select『Add Item』-『Program』. 
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d. Make the initializing program. In initializing program, INIT_DONE instruction must be 
made. If not, Scan program is not executed. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. How to write the Cycle interrupt task 

Add the task in the project window of XG5000 as below and add the program to be performed 
by each task. For further information, please refer to XG5000 user’s manual.  

(It can be additional when XG5000 is not connected with PLC) 

a. Click right button of mouse at registered task and select『Add Item』-『Task』. 
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b. The screen for registering the task will be displayed. Click 『Fixed cycle』in the 
execution conditions and after entering the task name, input the items required for 
setting as below 

Items Input range Description 
priority 2~7 Designates the priority of tasks. 

Task No. 0~15 Designates the task number. 
The numbers overlapped with are not available. 

cycle 1~4,294,967,295 (㎳) Designates the task’s running cycle. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. Click on the right mouse button on the registered task and click 『Add Items』-『
Program』. 
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d. Register the task program name and comment. 

 

e. The program window for the task program will be displayed. Create the task program 
here. 

 

3. How to write the external contact task 

a. Select 『Project』–『Add Items』–『Task』 or after clicking with the right mouse 
button on the project name of the project tree, select 『Add Items』-『Task』 as shown 
in the below figure. 
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b. The screen for registering the task will be displayed. Click 『External contact』in the 
execution conditions and after entering the task name, input the items required for 
setting as below. 

Items Input range Description 
Priority 2~7 Designates the priority of tasks. 

Task No. 16~23 Designates the task number. 
The numbers overlapped with are not available. 

Contact No. 8~15 Designates the task start contact number. 
Starting 

conditions rising, falling, transition Sets up starting conditions of tasks. 

 

 

c. Right click the registered task and click 『Add Items』-『Program』. 
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d. Register the task program name and comment. 

 

e. The program window for the task program will be displayed. Create the task program 
here. 

 

4. How to write the internal device task 

a. Select 『Project』–『Add Items』–『Task』 right clicking  the project name in the 
project tree, select 『Add Items』-『Task』 as shown in the below figure. 
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b. The screen for registering the task will be displayed. Click 『Internal device』in the 
execution conditions and after entering the task name, input the items required for 
setting as below. 

Items Input range Description 
Priority 2~7 Designates the priority of tasks.. 

Task No. 24~39 Designates the task number. 
The numbers overlapped with are not available. 

Internal device BIT, WORD Selects the device type that will start the task.  

Device  Direct input Input directly the device that will start the task and set the 
startup conditions.  

Startup 
conditio
ns 

Bit Rising, falling, transition, 
On, Off 

Rising Starts the task in case of rising edge. 
Falling Starts the task in case of falling edge.  
Transiti

on Starts the task in case of rising or falling edge. 

On Starts every scan task during ON. 
Off Starts every scan task during OFF.  

Word <, <=, ==, >=, > 

< Starts the task when the word is less than the 
set value.  

<= Starts the task when the word is less than or 
equal to the set value.  

== Starts the task when the word is the same as 
the set value.  

>= Starts the task when the word is more than or 
equal to the set value. 

> Starts the task when the word is more than the 
set value. 
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c. Right click the registered task and click 『Add Items』-『Program』. 

 

d. Register the task name and comment 

 

e. The program window for the task program will be displayed. Create the task program 
here. 
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5. How to write the high speed counter task 

a. Select 『Project』–『Add Items』–『Task』 or right clicking the project name in the 
project tree, select 『Add Items』-『Task』 as shown in the below figure. 

 

b. The screen for registering the task will be displayed. Click 『High speed counter』 in 
the execution conditions and after entering the task name, select the channel. 
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c. Right click on the registered task and click 『Add Items』-『Program』. 

 

d. Register the task program name and comment 

  

e. The program window for the task program will be displayed. Create the task program 
here. 
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5.1.5 Task types 

Task type and function is as follows: 

Type 
Spec. Fixed cycle task External contact task Internal contact task High speed counter 

task 
Maximum 
number 

 
16 EA 
 

8 EA 16 EA 8 EA 

Start 
conditions 

Fixed cycle (Can be set 
up to 4,294,967.295 
seconds, in 1ms ) 

Rising or falling edge of the 
basic unit P008~P00F  
input contacts 
 

Internal device’s 
designated conditions  

High speed counter 
comparative output 0 / 
The minimum set value is 
matched  

Detection 
and  
Execution 

Executed cyclically at 
every setting time 

Executed immediately 
when the edge of the basic 
unit P008~P00F  
input contacts occur  

Executed with searching 
conditions after completing 
the scan program  

Executed when the current 
counter value is matched 
with the minimum set value 
of the comparative output 0  

Detection 
delay  
Time 

Delayed for the maximum 
of 1ms 

Within the maximum of 
0.05㎳ 

Delayed as much as the 
maximum scan time 

Within the maximum of 
0.25㎳  

Priority of 
executions  

2 ~ 7 level setting 
 (2 level has the highest 
priority) 

Same as the left   Same as the left Same as the left 

Task No. 
Designated without 
overlapped users in the 
range of 0~15 

Designated without 
overlapped users in the 
range of 16~23 

Designated without 
overlapped users in the 
range of 24~39 

Designated without 
overlapped users in the 
range of 40~47 

 

1. Processing methods of task program 

Below describes the common processing method and notices for Task program. 

a. Feature of task program  

i. Task Program is executed only when the execution condition occurs without 
every scan repeat processing. When preparing Task Program, please consider 
this. 

b. Execution priority 

i. In the event several tasks to be executed are waiting, execute from the highest 
Task Program in priority. When the same priority tasks are waiting, execute 
consecutively. 

ii. In the event Cycle time task and external I/O task occur concurrently, execute 
from the highest priority task program. (In sequence of XG5000 setting) 

iii. The task program priority should be set considering the program requirements, 
importance, and the emergency when the execution is requested. 
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c. Processing delay time  

i. There are some causes for Task Program processing delay as shown below. 
Please consider this when writing the program and setting task priority. 

1. Task detection delay (Refer to detailed description of each task.) 

2. Program process delay caused by Priority Task Program process. 

3. Input/output data refresh of expansion special module and using PUT 
or GET instruction. 

d. Relationship of initialize, Scan Program, and Task Program 

i. The identification task does not start while performing Initialization Task 
Program. 

ii. As Scan Program is set to lowest priority, if task occurs, Scan Program stops 
and processes Task Program. Accordingly, if task occurs frequently during 1 
scan or concentrates intermittently, scan time may excessively extend. 
Consideration should be given when setting task condition. 

e. Protection of Program in execution from Task Program 

i. If the continuity of program execution is interrupted by high priority Task 
Program during program execution, it is possible to prohibit the execution of 
Task Program. In this case, it is possible to perform the program protection by 
‘DI (Task Program Start Disabled)’ and ‘EI (Task Program Start Enabled)’ 
application instruction.  

ii. Insert ‘DI’ application instruction in the start position of the program requiring 
protection and insert ‘EI’ application instruction in the position to enable. 
Initialization Task is not influenced by ‘DI’ or ‘EI’ application instruction. 

Comma
nd  Use Description 

EI 
 

Allows the start of all tasks.  

DI 
 

Prohibits the start of all tasks. 

EIN 
 

Allows the start of the task designated as n. 

DIN 
 

Prohibits the start of the task designated as n. 

 

iii. If interrupt occurs while ‘CALLP’ instruction is executing, interrupt program is 
executed after ‘CALLP’ instruction is executed.   
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2. Cyclic task program processing method 

Below describes the processing method when the task (start condition) of Task program is set 
as Cycle time. 

a. Items to be set in Task 

i. Set the execution cycle and priority which are the start condition of Task 
program be executed. Check the task number to manage the task. 

b. Cyclic task processing 

i. Executes the corresponding cyclic task program per setting time interval 
(execution cycle) 

c. When using cyclic task program 

i. When cyclic task program is currently executing or waiting to execute, if the 
command to execute the same task program occurs, the new task will be 
ignored. 

ii. Timer that initiates a command to execute cyclic task program only while in Run 
mode, shall be added. The shutdown time shall be all disregarded. 

iii. When setting the execution cycle of cyclic task program, consider the conflict of 
overlapping. If 4 cyclic task programs of 2sec, 4sec, 10sec, and 20sec cycles 
are used, 4 cycles of execution per 20 seconds shall occur at the same time 
and scan time may extend instantaneously. 
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3. I/O task program processing 

It described the I/O task program processing. (“S” type: P000~P007) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Items to be set in Task 

i. Set the execution condition and priority to the task being executed. Check the 
task number to manage the task.  

b. I/O task processing    

i. If the interrupt signal from external signal (I/O) occurs on main unit (“S” type: 
P000 ~ P007), the task program is executed by external (I/O) signal.   

c. Precaution in using I/O task program  

i. If the task program which is executed by interrupt signal is on execution or 
standby status, the new task program which is requested by identical I/O is 
ignored.  

ii. Execution request is only recognized in Run mode, thus the execution request 
of task program is ignored when in Stop mode. 
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4. Internal device task program processing 

Below describes the processing method of an internal device task program which extends the 
task (start condition) of the task program from contact point to device as execution range. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Items to be set in Task  

i. Set the execution condition and priority to the task being executed. Check the 
task number for task management.  

b. Internal device task processing 

i. After completing the scan program execution in CPU module, if the condition 
that becomes the start condition of internal device task program is met, 
according to the priority, it shall be executed.  

c. Precautions in using internal device task program  

i. Accordingly, even if the execution condition of the internal device task program 
occurs in Scan Program or Task Program (Cycle time, I/O), it shall not be 
executed immediately but at the time of completion of Scan Program. 

ii. If the command to execute the Internal Device Task Program occurs, the 
execution condition shall be examined at the completion of the Scan Program. 
Accordingly, if the execution condition of the Internal Device Task occurs by the 
Scan Program or Task Program (Cycle time) during ‘1 scan’ and disappears, 
the task shall not be executed as it is not possible to detect the execution at the 
time of examination. 
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5. Verification of task program 

a. Is the task setting proper? 

i. If task occurs more than needed or several tasks occur in one scan, scan time 
may lengthen or be irregular. When unable to change the task setting, verify 
maximum scan time. 

b. Is the priority of the task set properly? 

i. The low priority task program shall be delayed by the high priority task program, 
which results in disabling the processing within the correct time and even task 
collision may occur as the next task occurs in the state that the execution of 
previous task is delayed. Consider the importance of task and execution time 
when setting the priority.  

c. Are task programs made as short as possible? 

i. Long running task programs can cause long or irregular scan times or may lead 
to the conflict of task programs. Make the task programs is as short as possible.  

ii. When attaching expansion special module, or using PUT or GET instructions, 
program processing might be delayed. (More than 10ms task cycle is 
recommended). 

d. Is program protection for the high priority task needed during program execution? 

i. If another task is called during the task program execution, complete the task 
being executed and operate the standby tasks in the order of higher priority. 
When that it is not allowed to insert other task in Scan Program, prevent the 
insert partially by using ‘DI’ and ‘EI’ application instruction. The problem may 
occur while processing the global variables used commonly with other programs 
or special or communication module. 

6. Program configuration and processing example 

Interrupt source Interrupt Name Priority Task No. Program Name Running time 
Fixed cycle 10㎳_fixed cycle 3 0 Program1 2ms 
Internal contact Internalcontact_M00 5 24 Program2 7ms 
External contact Externalcontact_P08 2 16 Program3 2ms 

- - - - Scan program 17ms 
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Process per time 

Time (㎳) Process 

0 Scan started and scan program started to execute. 

0~6 Scan program is executed. 

6~8 
Scan program is stopped because execution of external I/O (P000) is requested. And 
program 3 is executed. Request of execution at 7[ms] is ignored because program 3 has 
been executing.  

8~10 Program 3 is finished and Scan program is continued.  

10~12 Scan program is stopped by request of ‘10㎳_Cycle time’ interrupt signal and execute program 
1.   

12~20 Program 1 is finished and Scan program is continued. 

20 
Request of ‘Cycle time’ interrupt signal and ‘External I/O (P000)’ signal occurs concurrently 
but priority of ‘External I/O’ signal is higher than ‘Cycle time’ interrupt signal so program 3 
is executed and program 1 is in standby.  

20~22 Program 3 is finished and Scan program continues. 

22~24 After program 3 is completed, program 1 (the program of ‘10ms_Cycle time’) is executed.  

24~25 P1 execution completed and the stop scan program execution finished 

25 At the finished point of scan program, check the request of Internal device ‘M000’ execution 
and execute program 2.  

25~30 Program P2 is executed. 

30~32 When ‘10㎳_Cycle time’ interrupt signal occurs, its priority is higher than Internal device ‘M000’ 
though program 2 is stopped and program 1 is executed.   

32~34 P1 execution completed and the stopped P2 execution finished 

34 New scan starts (Start scan program execution) 

Scan program 

Program 1 

 10ms_Cycle time 

Program 2 

 Internal device_M000 

Program 3 

  External I/O_P000 

 Time 0 6 7 8 10 12 20 22 24 25 30 32 34 

Scan started 
(Initial operation started)  Scan program stopped New scan started 
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5.2 Operation Mode 
For operation mode of the CPU module, there are 3 types: RUN mode, STOP mode and DEBUG mode. 
This describes the operation processing of each operation mode. 

5.2.1 RUN mode 

Executes program operation normally. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Processing at Mode Change: 

First, execute initialization of data area and check the integrity of program. 

2. Operation processing 

a. Execute I/O update and program operation. 

b. Detects the start condition of the Interrupt Programs and executes the Interrupt 
Programs. 

c. Checks for the normal operation or missing of built-in module. 

d. Communication service and other internal processing. 

RUN mode keep 

RUN mode first scan start 

Initialize data area 

Check program for errors 

Update input image table 

Process ladder program and interrupt 
program 

Communication service and internal 
processing 

Output table image update 

Operation  
mode change 

Change to other mode 

 Operation by changed 
operation mode 

Diagnostics and Error Checking 
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5.2.2 STOP mode 

Stop state without Program operation. It is available to transmit the program through XG5000 only in Remote 
STOP mode. 

1. Processing at Mode Change: 

Clear the output image area and execute output update. 

2. Operation Processing: 

a. Executes I/O update. 

b. Checks for the normal operation or missing of built-in module. 

c. Communication service or other internal processing. 

5.2.3 DEBUG mode 

Debug state to find errors in the program or track operation processes. You can change to DEBUG mode while 
in STOP mode only.  
 

1. Processing at Mode Change: 

Initialize the data area and eliminate output image area. Then execute Input Refresh. 

2. Operation Processing: 

a. Executes I/O update 

b. Debug operations executed depending on settings 

c. Output refresh is executed after debugging through end of program 

d. Expansion module operation check 

e. Communication service or other internal processing 

5.2.4 Changing Operation Modes 

1. The methods to change operation mode are as follows. 

a. By mode switch of CPU module inside communication port door. 

b. By connecting the programming software (XG5000) to communication port of CPU 

c. By changing the operation mode of other CPU module connected to network by 
XG5000 connected to communication port of CPU. 

d. By using XG5000, HMI, computer link module connected to network 

e. By ‘STOP‘ instruction during program execution 
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2. Type of operation mode 

 

a. Remote mode conversion is available only in the state of ‘Remote Enabled: On’, ‘Mode 
switch: Stop’. 

i. When changing the Remote ‘RUN’ mode to ‘STOP’ by switch, operate the 
switch as follows. (STOP)  RUN  STOP. 

Warning 
 

When changing Remote RUN mode to RUN mode by switch, PLC operation continues the 
operation without interruption. 

 
It is possible to change during RUN in RUN mode by switch but the mode change operation by 
XG5000 is limited. This should be set only remote mode change is not allowed. 

 
 

5.3 Additional Functions 
5.3.1 Scan Watchdog timer 

WDT (Watchdog Timer) is the function to detect program delays caused by the errors from the hardware and 
software of PLC CPU module. 

1. WDT is the timer used to detect the faults in the running of the program. The detection time of 
WDT is set in the Basic operations settings section of XG5000. 

 

Operation mode switch XG5000 command Operation mode 

RUN unchangeable Local Run 

STOP 

RUN Remote Run 

STOP Remote Stop 

Debug Debug Run 

Mode change Previous operation mode 

RUN -> STOP - Stop 
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2. If WDT detects the excess of detection setting time while watching the elapsed time of scan 
during operation, it stops the operation of PLC immediately and keeps or clears the output 
according to parameter setting. 

3. If the excess of Scan Watchdog Time is expected in the program processing of specific part 
while performing the user program (FOR ~ NEXT instruction, CALL instruction), clear the timer 
by using ‘WDT’ instruction. WDT’ instruction initializes the elapsed time of Scan Watchdog 
Timer and starts the time measurement from 0 again. (For further information of WDT 
instruction, please refer to Instruction.) 

4. To clear the error state of the watchdog, we can use the following method: power cycle, 
manipulation of manual reset switch, mode conversion to STOP mode. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Remark  

 
     1) The setting range of Watchdog Timer is 10 ~ 1000ms (Unit: 1ms). 

 

5.3.2 Timer Function 

There are 5 timer instructions such as on-delay (TON), off-delay (TOFF), integral (TMR), monostable (TMON), 
and re-triggerable (TRTG) timer. 
 

 100ms timer 10ms timer 1ms timer 

Range 0.1 seconds ~ 6553.5 
seconds 

0.01 seconds ~ 655.35 
seconds 

0.001 seconds ~ 65.535 
seconds 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WDT instruction 
execution 

    0 1 2 3 ….. …8 9 

SCAN END WDT Reset 

0 1 2 … WDT 
Count (ms) 

0 1 2 … …6 7 

SCAN END 

0 1 2 … 

 

 

 

Preset value 
Timer output relay 

Timer type 
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1. On delay timer 

The current value of timer starts to increase from 0 when the input condition of TON instruction 
turns on. When the current value reaches the preset value (Current value=Preset value), the 
timer output relay (Txxxx) turns on. When the timer input condition is turned off, the current 
value becomes 0 and the timer output relay is turned off. 

 

2. Off delay timer 

The current value of timer set as preset value and the timer output relay is turned on when the 
input condition of TOFF instruction turns on. When the input condition is turned off, the current 
value starts to decrease. The timer output relay is turned off when the current value reaches 0. 

 

t0+PT

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

t5t1 t4+PT

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

Input condition

Output relay
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3. Integral timer 

In general, its operation is same as on-delay timer. Only the difference is the current value will 
not be clear when the input condition of TMR instruction is turned off. It keeps the elapsed value 
and restart to increase when the input condition is turned on again. When the current value 
reaches preset value, the timer output relay is turned on.  

The current value can be cleared by the RST instruction only. 

 

4. Monostable timer 

In general, its operation is same as off-delay timer. However, the change of input condition is 
ignored while the timer is operating (decreasing). When current value reaches preset value the 
timer output relay is turned off and current value is cleared. 
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t0 t2t0+PT t2+PT t4+PTt4
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5. Re-triggerable timer 

The operation of re-triggerable timer is same as that of monostable timer. Only difference is that 
the re-triggerable timer monitors the input condition of TRTG instruction while the timer is 
operating (decreasing). The current value of re-triggerable timer will be set as preset value 
whenever the input condition of TRTG instruction is turned on. 

 
 

Remark  

The Maximum timer error of timers of XGB series is ‘1 scan time + the time from 0 step to timer 

instruction’ 
 

5.3.3 Counter processing 

The counter counts the rising edges of pulses driving its input signal and counts once only when the input signal 
is switched from off to on. XGB series have 4 counter instructions such as CTU, CTD, CTUD, and CTR. The 
following shows brief information for counter operation. Refer to the ‘XGB Instruction Manual’ for details. 
 

• Up counter increases the current value.  
• Down counter decreases the current value.  
• Up/Down counter compares the input value from both counters input. 
• Ring counter increase the current value and the current value is cleared as 0 when the current value 

reaches the preset value.  
6. Renewal of counter’s current value and contact On/Off 

a. Up counter 

 

i. Up counter increases the current value at the rising edges of input. 

ii. The counter output contact (Cxxx) is turned On when the current value reaches 
the preset value. When the reset input is tuned On, the counter output contact 
(Cxxx) is turned Off. 

t0

T t3

t0+PT

t2

t3

Timer input condition

Timer output relay

Preset value (PV)

Current value (ET)

Set
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b. Down counter 

 

i. Down counter decreases the current value at the rising edges of input. 

ii. The counter output contact (Cxxx) is turned On when the current value reaches 
the preset value. When the reset input is turned On, the counter output contact 
(Cxxx) is turned Off. 

c. Up/Down counter 

 

i. The current value is increased with the rising edge of up-count input signal, and 
decreased with the rising edge of down-count input signal. The counter output 
contact (Cxxx) is turned On when the current value is same as or more than 
current value. The counter output contact (Cxxx) is turned Off when the current 
value is same as or less than current value.  

ii. When the reset input is turned On, the current value is cleared as 0. 

d. Ring counter 

 

i. The current value is increased with the rising edge of the counter input signal, 
and the counter output contact (Cxxx) is turned on when the current value 
reaches the preset value. Then the current value and counter output contact 
(Cxxx) is cleared as 0 when the next rising edge of the counter input signal is 
applied. 

ii. When the reset input is turned On, the counter output contact is cleared as 0. 
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7. Maximum counting speed 

The maximum counting speed is determined by the length of scan time. Counting is possible 
only when the on/off switching time (duty cycle) of the counter input signal is longer than scan 
time. 

 

 

 

 Duty is the ratio of the input signal’s on time to off time as a percentage. 

 

Remark  

1) Use of High Speed Counter functionality 

 In order to counter pulse that is faster than maximum counting speed of normal counter, use 

built-in High Speed counter function. 
 

On

ffOffO

T1 T2

T1 T2, n = x 100 [%]

T1 > T2, n = x 100 [%]
T2

T1+T2

Maximum counting speed   
n : duty (%) 

: scan time [s] 
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5.3.4 RTC Function 

1. Read/Set Clock Data Using XG5000 

a. Click 『Online』-『Diagnosis』- 『PLC information』. 

b. Click the PLC clock tab of 『PLC information』. 

 

i. To transfer the PC’s current time to the PLC, click “Synchronize PLC with PC 
clock” 

ii. Otherwise, set the preferred time manually and click “Send to PLC” 

2. Read Time Using System Flag 

Word Flag Name Name Data Description 
F053 _MON_YEAR Clock data (month/year) H0709 Sep, 2007 
F054 _TIME_DAY Clock data (hour/day) h1214 14:00, 12th 

F055 _SEC_MIN Clock data 
(second/minute) H2040 20 minutes 40 seconds 

F056 _HUND_WK Clock data (Year/day) H2003 2000s,Wed. 
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3. Changing the Clock Data with the PLC program 

 

Area Item Input data Description  
D0000 Year, Month h'0314 Mar./2014 
D0001 Day, Hour h'1230 12:00/30th 
D0002 Second, Minute h'1130 11 seconds/30 minutes 
D0003 Year, Day h'2000 2000s /Sun. 

 

4. Day of Week Expression 

No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Day Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri. Sat. 

 

5. RTC Time Deviation 

Temperature Max Deviation (sec/day) Normal Deviation (sec/day) 
0℃ -4.67 ~ 1.56 -1.55 
25℃ -3.11 ~ 1.96  0.58 
55℃ -10.37 ~ -1.56 -5.97 

 

Notice  
 
• The clock data may not be initially set in a new PLC. Set up the clock data before use.  
• If RTC stops or error occurs due to a battery failure, writing new clock data will clear the error. 
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5.4 I/O Allocation 
5.4.1 I/O Parameters 

1. Double-click “I/O Parameter” In the project tree 

 

2. Use the drop-down menu for each slot to assign the appropriate device for each slot used. 
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3. Additional settings such as Input Filters and Emergency Output Actions for each device can be 
accessed by right-clicking the slot and selecting “Details”. 
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5.4.2 Allocate I/O Numbers 

1. Main unit uses Slot 0 and Slot 1 and occupies 124 points. 

a. U-Type PLCs without built-in analog or positioning only use slot 0. Slot 1 will remain 
empty. 

2. Expansion modules use Slots 2 through 11. 

a. Each expansion modules occupies 64 points regardless of I/O count or function 

3. Unoccupied points may be used as internal relays 

4. Below is an example system configuration showing I/O allocation ranges 

Example of allocating I/O Numbers 

 

Slot No. Model I/O allocation  Remarks 

0 XBC-DN32U input : P0000 ~ P001F   
output : P0020 ~ P003F Fixed as the main unit  

1 Embedded special 
functions P0040~P007F - 

2 XBE-DC32A input : P0080~P011F Actual input : P0080 ~ P009F 

3 XBE-TN32A output : P0120 ~ P015F Actual output : P0120 ~ P013F 

4 XBL-C21A P0160 ~ P019F - 

5 XBF-AD04A P0200 ~ P023F - 

6 XBF-DV04A P0240 ~ P027F - 

7 XBE-DC32A input : P0280 ~ P031F Actual input : P0280 ~ P029F 

8 XBE-TN32A output : P0320 ~ P035F Actual output : P0320 ~ P033F 

  

 Unused I/O points can be used as internal relays.  

 For high performance XGB basic type, it does not have the embedded special function assigned to the No.1 
slot but allocates the No.1 slot as an empty slot.  
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